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CAPS – Half Year Results to 30 June 2010 
Half Year Results to 30 June 2010

Unaudited US$ Highlights Jun-09 Change Jun-10

US$ % US$

Turnover 4,887,848      23% 5,997,511      

EBITDA 1,090,224      -109% (94,934)           

Profit before taxation 459,252          -262% (742,048)        

Proft after taxation 643,603          -191% (588,853)        

Comprehensive profit/loss (88,573)           1850% (1,727,011)     

Attributable Earnings (342,675)        370% (1,609,614)     

Total assets 35,408,382    1            35,693,124    

Total liabilities 17,868,175    5            20,130,661    

Shareholder equity 17,540,207    (2)           15,562,463    

Market Cap 17.09.2010 4,984,014      

Enterprise Value 24,740,464    

Cash Flows from Operations (146,428)        

Cash from Investing Activities (1,247,205)     

Cash From Financing 1,427,533      

Cash and Cash Equivalents 374,211          

Key Ratios

Annualised PER (x) (1.5)                 

PBV (x) 0.3                   

Annualised EV/EBITDA (x) (130.3)             

Annualised ROA (%) (9.0)                 

Annualised ROE (%) (20.7)               

 
Results review 

 Turnover grew 23% on the comparative half year period to 

$6,0m however this was just 1% up half on half, 

 Operating costs grew 60% however to see the group post 

negative EBITDA to the tune of -$94,.934 

 Consequently the group posted a loss after tax of -$588,853 

and attributable losses to the tune of -$1,6m 

  The group’s balance sheet firmed 1% to $35,7m, while the 

NAV shrank -2%on the back of the loss 

  Cash and cash Equivalents at end of period amounted to 

$374,211. 
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Operations, 

 

The group’s factory passed the inspection in March and 

production subsequently resumed. The group continues to 

underpinning recovery hopes on improvement in  government 

funding to public institutions  that normally constitute 80% of 

their business. Management also pointed out without 

quantifying though, that their hospital and retail operations 

were in a profit position while the distribution operations at 

Geddes operated below capacity while the recall of some of 

their products following the closure of the their factory had 

constrained capacity. 

 

Value and Recommendation 

Caps’ results were no less from depicting the slow and 

depressed recovery across the various sectors of the economy. 

Though the loss making position that the company finds itself 

in is a cause for concern, we believe the company’s strategic 

positioning in the healthcare sector puts them in a promising 

position for future performance. The company is currently 

trading at a PBV multiple of 0,3x which is a significant discount 

to its NAV. Clearly the company is not fully exploiting the 

assets at their disposal and we believe that with their well 

diversified vertically integrated business model, opportunities 

for shareholder value creation are open to Caps. We believe 

that counters like Caps are investment options for long term 

investors who are not moved by short term fluctuations in 

prices. Better still the company’s fundamentals are more 

appealing than those of their local peers who are trading at 

higher PBV multiples. In addition, they seem better positioned 

for a speedier recovery than their peers as they have a foot in 

both the production and distribution of the healthcare sector. 

We therefore maintain our ACCUMULATE rating on Caps 

Holdings Limited. 

 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 
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LAFARGE – Half Year Results to 30 June 2010 
Half Year Results to June 2010

Audited US$ Highlights Jun-09 Change Jun-10

US$ % US$

Turnover 10,177,660    69% 17,203,243       

EBITDA 4,158,517      1% 4,217,796         

Profit before taxation 691,451          189% 1,998,369         

Proft after taxation 807,104          84% 1,488,585         

Attributable Earnings 807,104          84% 1,488,585         

Total assets 37,782,233    7% 40,289,127       

Total liabilities 20,213,853    5% 21,232,162       

Shareholder equity 17,568,380    8% 19,056,965       

Market Cap 17.09.2010 88,000,000       

Enterprise Value 108,478,949    

Cash Flows from Operations (27,340)             

Cash from Investing Activities (312,883)           

Cash From Financing 473,310            

Cash and Cash Equivalents @ period end 753,213            

Key Ratios

Annualised PER (x) 29.6                   

PBV (x) 4.6                     

Annualised EV/EBITDA (x) 12.9                   

Annualised ROA (%) 7.4                     

Annualised ROE (%) 15.6                   

 

Results review 

 Turnover up 69% at $17,2m on the comparative prior year 

half year period.  

  EBITDA grew by a marginal  1% to $4,2m  despite the 

impressive surge in revenue suggesting a 116% growth in 

operating costs, 

  PBT and Attributable Earnings grew 189% and 84% to $2,0m 

and $1,5m respectively on the prior year comparative 

  The Balance sheet firmed 7% to $40,3m while the profit saw 

the NAV firm 8% to $19,1m, and  

 Cash flows from operations and investing were in the red 

while net financing inflows saw the company close the period 

in a positive cash position of $753,213 the bulk of which 

coming from interest accruing debt. 

Operations 

 

Capex over the period under review amounted to $315,000, 

however capital constraints held planned projects. The company 

mobilised $3m offshore facility and $2m onshore facility with 

mobilised a $3m offshore facility and a $2m onshore facility 

with draw downs amounting to $2m already undertaken.  

With domestic demand for cement expected to remain firm 

as disposable incomes improve albeit slowly, the company 

expects better margin performance as expenditure on 

maintenance costs that are expected to restore plant and 

equipment to acceptable competencies   

 

Value and Recommendation 

 

Prospects are high that local demand for cement will remain 

sustained especially with economic conditions improving in 

Zimbabwe we expect even higher demand for cement as 

reconstruction of infrastructure on a bigger scale by 

government takes effect and we therefore expect a  boost 

sales for the cement supplier. We also believe that as incomes 

improve the company should be able to generate more 

resources to their sales and margins performance should 

improve and thereby creating an opportunity for the company 

to fund expansion from within. The current liquidity squeeze 

is likely to wane thereby reducing the cost of finance creating 

even more opportunities for the company to raise cheaper 

finances for their projects. The business is already profitable 

at current low levels of sales volumes they should thrive 

better as the Zimbabwean economy strides into better days. 

We did a simple projection of the group’s full year 

performance premised on the assumption that they maintain 

their current momentum suggests the group will post 

Turnover and EBITDA of $34m and $8,2m which imply a 

forward EV/EBITDA of 12,9X which relative to its peer group 

multiple of 7.14X clearly suggests that the counter is trading 

at a premium. It’s a fairly tightly held counter given that 

slightly over   76% of their equity is held by their Great Britain 

based parent Associated International Cement. Our view on 

them is simply for portfolio stability given the limited 

downside premised on their tightly held status while the 

general recovery in the economy could also signal even 

greater demand for cement. We therefore place a LT BUY 

recommendation on them.  

 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 
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TRUWORTHS – FULL YEAR  
Full Year Results to 4 July 2010

Audited US$ Highlights Jul-09 Change Jul-10

US$ % US$

Turnover 1,417,271       838% 13,297,235      

EBITDA (762,284)         -260% 1,223,072        

Profit from Operations (408,198)         -320% 897,823           

Profit before taxation (448,465)         -273% 774,599           

Proft after taxation (439,888)         -262% 714,487           

Attributable Earnings (439,888)         -262% 714,487           

Total assets 2,569,192       184% 7,301,465        

Total liabilities 1,348,954       298% 5,366,741        

Shareholder equity 1,220,238       59% 1,934,724        

Market Cap 17.09.2010 6,216,160        

Enterprise Value 9,726,405        

Cash Flows from Operations 1,092,058        

Cash from Investing Activities (1,348,596)       

Cash From Financing 1,266,310        

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,856,496        

Key Ratios

PER (x) 8.7                    

PBV (x) 3.2                    

EV/EBITDA (x) 8.0                    

ROA (%) 9.8                    

ROE (%) 36.9                  

 

Results Review, 

 

  838% surge in turnover to $13,3m  on the  prior year figures, 

though the comparative year included part of the 

Zimbabwean dollar period, 

  From an EBITDA loss, Loss before Tax and attributable loss 

position in the prior year the group rebounded to post $1,2m 

EBITDA, $774,599 LBT and $714,487 AE. 

  The balance sheet firmed 184% to $7,3m with shareholders 

equity growing 59% to $1,9m  

  Cash and Cash Equivalents at end of period stood at $2.5m  

Operations 

 

Truworths, Topics and Number1 contributed 40%, 50% and 10% 

to turnover as the number of active accounts grew to 38,260 over 

the year under review. Group markdowns represented 1,3% of 

turnover while stock turns by chain stood at 5.9X, 5,7X and 3,5X 

for Truworths, Topics and Number1 respectively. Stock forward 

covers at the end of the reported period for Truworths, Topics and 

Number1 stood at 2,7months, 2,3months and 3,1months 

respectively. Annual Sales per square metre in Truworths, Topics 

and Number one stores stood at $1,120.45, $639.80 and $369.99 

and Number 1  stores stood at $1,120.45, $639.80 and 

$369.99 respectively and the group is forecasting to achieve 

the South African benchmarks of $3,050.00 and $3,366.00 for 

Truworths and Topics respectively by December 2010. 

Accounts are growing at a rate of 2001 per month. The 

group’s strategic thrust going forwards is to have continued 

organic growth, margins improvement, productivity, stores 

refurbishment and prudent acquisition on new quality 

customer accounts. The group expects borrowings would 

peak at $6.2m in current financial year whilst the cost of 

borrowings was currently 1.32% a month on some $4,6m in 

borrowings whilst they currently have $4m yet to be drawn 

down. 

 

Value and Recommendation.  

 

Based on the group’s target to achieve the South African per 

square metre benchmarks on turnover by December we 

forecast the group to achieve turnover of $31.5m. Assuming 

the group maintains the overheads to turnover ratios as the 

ones in F2010 we forecast them to achieve $1,9m attributable 

earnings.  Applying the discounted regional PER of 7,8x (13x 

discounted by 40%), we get a value of $15.0m (3.98c per 

share). At 1.65c, there is a 141% upside potential.  We 

therefore maintain a STRONG BUY recommendation on 

them. 

 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 
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  Turnal – Half Year Results to June 2010 
Half Year Results to 30 June 2010

Unaudited US$ Highlights Jun-09 Change Jun-10

US$ % US$

Turnover 3,924,353      320% 16,493,281    

EBITDA 1,536,981      48% 2,272,959      

Profit from Operations 1,005,043      47% 1,477,665      

Profit before taxation 891,889          55% 1,383,372      

Proft after taxation 306,209          222% 984,526          

Attributable Earnings 306,209          222% 984,526          

Total assets 24,033,791    36            37,270,984    

Total liabilities 8,621,289      41            15,647,168    

Shareholder equity 15,412,502    34            21,623,816    

Market Cap 17.09.2010 15,486,237    

Enterprise Value 29,276,909    

Cash Flows from Operations 1,092,058      

Cash from Investing Activities (1,348,596)     

Cash From Financing 1,266,310      

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,856,496      

Key Ratios

Annualised PER (x) 7.9                   

PBV (x) 0.7                   

Annualised EV/EBITDA (x) 6.4                   

Annualised ROA (%) 5.3                   

Annualised ROE (%) 9.1                   

 

Results Review, 

 

 Turnover at $13,6m was up 246% on prior year comparative 

and some 43% H/H 

 EBITDA which stood at $2,3m, grew by 48% on prior year 

comparative and 8% H/H, a significantly lower growth relative 

to turnover due to higher landed costs on imports of the 

chrysotile fibre from Brazil and Russia. 

 Registered a 222% growth in `attributable profits to $984,524 

though these were down 20% H/H, 

  Assets firmed 14% to $37,3m mainly financed by a 28% 

growth in liabilities mainly loans and borrowings,  

 Shareholders equity at $21,6m grew 5% on the back of the 

growth in  attributable earnings, 

  Cash and Cash Equivalents at end of period amounted to 

$1,9m of which $866,266 were actual cash resources 

Operations  

 

Sales volumes at 28700 tonnes grew 167% on the same period last 

year with exports contributing 6% of the total turnover. The 

group’s regional thrust over the period under review was to 

maintain a market presence in preparation for the launch of 

the non asbestos products which are targeted for Q1 2011. 

Capex over the period amounted to $1,4m against 

commitments for Capex authorised and contracted for capex 

of $5,1m. The Mtshabezi pipeline project for which the 

company had won the government tender was cancelled  as 

the company was required to use local fibre which was not 

available due to the closure of the local mine which  produced 

the fibre. The company has since returned the cash advance 

of $1.6m that was earmarked for the project. 

 

Value and Recommendation 

 

After a fairly robust first half we revised the forecast 

production for Turnal from 50,000 tons to 60,000 tons and 

maintained the average sell off price of $416 per ton whilst 

assuming that their overheads structure in the first half 

carries through to year end our forecasts of the company’s 

turnover, EBITDA, and earnings come up at are $25m, $3,9m 

and $2,7m respectively. Applying an EV/EBITDA multiple of 

8,6x, Turnall’s target EV stands at $32,8m, giving rise to a 

market cap of $18,99m, 4,7c per share (assuming they 

maintain their H1 2010 balance sheet).  Now that the group is 

making major strides towards introducing non asbestos 

products as seen in the planned opening of the non asbestos 

plant in Bulawayo and having maintained their market 

presence in the region we believe exports can easily return to 

be a significant portion of the group’s Turnover (they are 

focusing 30% of total turnover). With non asbestos products 

on the horizon, we should expect higher export based sales 

volumes and thus believe that at a price hovering around 3.1c 

Turnal is a definite BUY. 

 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 
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Market Comment 

 
The Industrial index closed the week under review up 3,18% at 

135.84pts narrowing the year to date loss to 10.6%  while an 18% 

retreat in Hwange saw the mining index tumble 9% to 147,82pts. 

the week’s market  turnover was up 3.4% on the prior week at 

$5,5m as the top five counters by values traded accounted for 

63,7% of the week’s total market turnover while foreign investors 

accounted for an estimated $2,4m of the buy side turnover and 

$600,000 of the sale side transactions. A total of 32 counters 

traded in positive against 14 losers whilst the rest of the counters 

traded unchanged  

Zimpapers and BAT were joint top gainers for the day up 33% 

at 0.8c and 200c respectively whilst Gulliver gained 25% and 

traded at 0,25c. Industrial group Chemco was up 22% at 55c, 

likewise cement manufacturers Lafarge edged up by 22% to 

110c following the release of their half year results which 

indicated that their attributable earnings grew 84% to $1,5m.  

 

Steelnet topped the weekly fallers after retreating 33% to 0.1c 

followed by investment holding company TA that came off 

19.9% to 24c. Hwange’s recent rally was halted in the week 

under review after the counter came off 18% and had its 

shares exchanging hands at 31c. ART and Colcom sealed the 

top five shakers list after shedding 16.7% and 14.3% to trade 

at 2c and 30c respectively. 
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Upcoming Events 
       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

All ShareTop Gainers

Counter Prices as at Prices as at % Change

17 September 2010 24 September 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (US cents) (%) (%)

EDGARS 3.30                             4.50                             1.20 36.36 18.42

ARISTON 1.10                             1.50                             0.40 36.36 25.00

CELSYS 0.05                             0.06                             0.01 20.00 (40.00)

FALGOLD 6.00                             7.00                             1.00 16.67 0.00

INTERFIN 21.00                          24.00                          3.00 14.29 20.00

PGI 3.50                             4.00                             0.50 14.29 (50.00)

OK 8.80                             10.00                          1.20 13.64 42.86

CHEMCO 40.00                          45.00                          5.00 12.50 12.50

STAR AFRICA 6.00                             6.70                             0.70 11.67 (39.09)

BINDURA 13.00                          14.50                          1.50 11.54 (34.09)

All ShareTop Losers

Counter Prices as at Prices as at % Change

17 September 2010 24 September 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (US cents) (%) (%)

BAT 210.00                        150.00                        (60.00) (28.57) (30.23)

REDSTAR 0.07                             0.06                             (0.01) (14.29) (80.00)

M & R 21.00                          18.00                          (3.00) (14.29) (10.00)

INTERFRESH 0.35                             0.30                             (0.05) (14.29) (25.00)

ASTRA 2.90                             2.50                             (0.40) (13.79) 25.00

RIOZIM 194.00                        170.00                        (24.00) (12.37) (34.62)

CFI 13.00                          11.50                          (1.50) (11.54) (60.34)

AFRICAN SUN 3.00                             2.70                             (0.30) (10.00) (77.50)

POWERSPEED 1.00                             0.90                             (0.10) (10.00) 0.00

APEX 0.24                             0.22                             (0.02) (8.33) (40.54)

Trade Statistics

Previous Current Change Change

Turnover Statistics Week Week US $ %

Market Turnover 5,744,733.03            5,310,168.98    (434,564.05)     -7.56%

Foreign Trades 6,822,546.95            6,822,546.95   -                      0.00%

% Foreign Trades In Turnover 118.76% 128.48%

Weeks Top ValueTraded Counters 

Counter Value Traded % Of Turnover

ECONET 1,670,822.85   31.46%

DELTA 860,803.05       16.21%

INNSCOR 496,906.66       9.36%

OK ZIM 326,740.80       6.15%

RIO ZIM 240,188.10       4.52%

Total 3,595,461.46   67.71%  
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Currencies 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg.com 

 

Upcoming Events 
  

 

Indices 

17 September 2010 24 September 2010 Change % Change YTD Change

(%) (%)

Industrial  Index 133.23 131.65 (1.58) (1.19) (13.32)

Mining Index 161 162.41 1.41 0.88 (12.88)  

17 September 2010 24 September 2010 Change % Change

Rand/USD 7.1191                      7.0522                      (0.07) (0.95)

USD/Euro 1.3129                      1.3406                      0.03 2.07

USD/Pound 1.5696                      1.5704                      0.00 0.05

Yen/USD 85.8005                   84.4362                   (1.36) (1.62)

 

 

Company Event & Place Date Time  
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Commodities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg.com 

Dividends 

 

 

 

 

 

Dual Listed Counters 

 

Dually Listed Counters 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

  

24 September 2010 01 October 2010 % Change YTD Change 

US$ US$ for week (%) (%)

Aluminium (US$/tonne) 2,233.50                     2,314.00                     3.60 4.80

Brent Crude(US$/barrel) 75.92                           70.60                           (7.01) (10.38)

Copper(US$/tonne) 7,705.50                     8,053.00                     4.51 9.62

Gold(US$/oz) 1,299.10                     1,316.00                     1.30 18.42

Lead(US$/tonne) 2,217.50                     2,262.00                     2.01 (5.55)

Nickel(US$/tonne) 22,670.00                   23,390.00                   3.18 26.57

Platinum(US$/oz) 1,644.00                     1,676.00                     1.95 11.96

Silver(US$/oz) 21.39                           21.99                           2.81 28.45

Zinc(US$/tonne) 2,206.00                     2,176.00                     (1.36) (15.33)  

 

 

ZSE Price JSE Price Discount Discount JSE Price LSE Price

US cents US cents (US cents) (%) ZAR cents GBp

OLDMUTUAL 153.00      220.26        (67.26)      (30.54)      1,535.00    139.40         

PPC 320.00      433.35        (113.35) (26.16) 3,020.00    n/a  

Company Final/ Amount Record Payment Price as at Yield

Interim (USc) date date (%)

(Usc)

n/a
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Outlook 

 
The equities market has failed to find a definite trend in recent weeks despite significant foreign 

investment on the bourse. Persistent foreign investor appetite should continue in selected fundamentally 

sound counters in the coming week, we however do not expect unprecedented advances in market prices 

as foreign sentiment towards the national political outlook hinting on elections in the forthcoming year are 

likely to scupper any bullish buying attitudes. Significant activity though is likely to remain confined to the 

selected counters that have already exhibited strong fundamentals and in our opinion the list below is 

indicative of such. 
 

Top Picks 

Buy

Colcom Running profitably, business growing and have positive cashflows. Declared interim dividend as expected.

Dawn Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Have strong diversified earnings potential in tourism and

 commercial properties. Risk l ies in properties being used to secure loans for African Sun

Delta Aim to double their supply in the financial year in a market  in which they are a virtual monopoly

Pearl Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Regional average is 2x.

ZPI Trading at average PBV of 0,5x . Have strong mix of properties that can generate cash.

Have a big pool of undeveloped land-banks that can convert to business anytime.

Seedco Dominate local and regional seed market and growing strong in new regions.

ZHL Sum of interest in l isted companies higher than their market cap. Strong earnings potential if 

they successfully recapitalise all  business units.

Truworths Strong earnings potential. Trading at annualised PER of 6x

ABC Though risk l ies in retail  banking development prospects which could go either way in the environment

current economic environment, they are trading at low PER and PBV (3x and 0,4x). 

OK Strong earnings potential once credit l ines increase and local producers increase supply.

LT Buy

Aico Strong recovery play in Olivine and l int business while the seed business has potential to outdo its 

current good performance on the back of regional expansion.

PGI Exciting business model in a potentially lucrative building and all ied industry poised for growth as 

disposable incomes improve. Risk lies in potential dilution should a rights issue be considered in the 

$10m recapitalisation plan

Spec Buy

Old Mutual Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

PPC Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

Econet Dominating market share (62+%) and growing network coverage as well  as product range.  
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NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. Although 

the statements of fact in this report have been obtained from sources that the company believes to be reliable, we 

do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and 

estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to 

change without notice. The securities discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. 

Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

position and using such independent advisors they believe necessary. This report is for informational purposes only 

and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE and any of the 

individuals preparing this report may at any time have a long and/ or short position in any securities of companies in 

this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit 

investment banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and sell shares 

on an agency or principal basis to its clients. Shares may rise or fall and investors may end up with a reduced amount 

from their initial capital invested. Additional information on recommended securities is available on request. 


